Requirements for Contributors
to the Journal of Mountain Agriculture on the Balkans (JMAB)
Journal of Mountain Agriculture on the Balkans publishes papers which are classified into the
following categories:
Original scientific paper – contains unpublished results of the scientific investigations.
Printed text, excluding tables, graphs, figures and photographs should not exceed 8 pages.
Review paper – contains original and complete analytical survey of the concrete scientific
issue and theme. Printed text, including tables, graphs, figures, pictures and references should not
exceed 20 pages.
Short communications – contains unpublished results of the scientific investigations within
limited scope (up to 4 pages).
Papers for publishing in JMAB should be submitted to the Editorial Board electronically, by
sending to E-mail: jma@mail.bg. Contributors from abroad send their papers in English, while
Bulgarian contributors must send their papers in Bulgarian and English in two separate files.
Papers are published in English and Bulgarian. They are doubleblind peer reviewed.
Reviewer is exclusively chosen by the Editorial Board. The papers which are upon the revision are
returned to the corresponding author in order to be corrected. Authors have 20 days to make
revision and return their manuscripts following reviewers and editor comments. Upon the stated
deadline, it would be assumed that the author/s abandoned the publication of the paper in this
journal.

Preparation of the manuscript for publication

The manuscript should be typed clearly, single spaced, font Arial, size 12 (except where it is
stated otherwise). The Latin names of plants and animals must be written in italic.

Original scientific paper should be presented in the following manner:

The title of the paper
The title of the paper should be brief, but accurately identifying the manuscript content,
being written in bold small letters, font size 14, without any abbreviations.
The forename and surname of each author without title are to be stated below, written in
light (not bold) small letters.
Institutions for which he/she works are written below. They should be font size 9, italic, 1, 2, …
numbers in suffix should be used to refer the addresses of authors.
Under affiliations of authors should be mentioned E-mail of corresponding author, in italic,
indicated with *.
Example:

Comparing yield potential of Czech and Bulgarian red clover varieties
Jan Nedělník1*, Daniela Knotová1, Jan Pelikán2,
Tomáš Vymyslický1, Tsvetoslav Mihovski3, Galina Naydenova4
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Original scientific paper should contain following paragraphs:
SUMMARY and key words:
The summary should not exceed 250 words. It has to be informative, with cited the main
results obtained. It should be understandable without having read the paper. No more than 10 key
words have to be stated. They must be properly selected and giving the essence of the study. Font
size 10 should be used.
INRODUCTION: Must answer the following questions: What is known and what is new on
the studied issue? What necessitated the research problem, described in the manuscript? What is
your hypothesis and aim?
MATERIAL AND METHODS: The objects of research, organization of experiments, chemical
analyses, statistical and other methods and conditions applied for the experiments should be
described in detail.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: Present investigation results separately from discussion or
together in one paragraph. Presentation of results should be precise and without repetitions, and
include the evaluation of significant differences and other parameters.
Bulgarian contributors must send text and titles of tables, figures, graphs and photographs
bilingual (in Bulgarian and English). Font size should be 10 and only the titles of tables and other
illustrations should be bold.
Example:
Таблица 1. Общо производство на зелена маса, сено и семена от изследваните сортове в
първата година на използване
Table 1. Total production of green matter, hay, and seed of the tested varieties in the first year of use
−1

Фиг. 1. Добиви от зелена маса (t.ha ) на изследваните сортове от единично окосяване през
2014
−1
Fig. 1. Green matter yields (t.ha ) of the tested varieties by individual cutting in 2014

Tables, figures, graphs and other illustrations should be numbered consecutively with Arabic
numerals and with adequate title and legend; width and height should not exceed 13 cm and 18
cm, respectively. Each table and other illustrations should be submitted on a separate sheet,
portrait orientation is recommended, at the end of the file containing the text of the paper in
Bulgarian and must be cited in the texts in both files (in Bulgarian and English). The position of
each table, graph, figure, etc. in the text must be indicated as a comment.
Tables should be prepared according to instruction for forming of tables in MS Office Word.
Each column in the table must have heading and, when necessary, abbreviations should be
explained in the legend. Do not duplicate matter that is presented in figures.
Figures should be prepared in Excel and it is required to be sent the original Excel files, too.
It is recommended the figures to be in black and white.
Provide figures and photographs with good dark and light contrast. Prepare drawings with
dark, heavy lines as to be appropriate for printing.
Abbreviations and units
SI units of the international system should be used. Abbreviations may be used for other
expressions provided that, when first mentioned, they are defined in full, followed by the
abbreviation in parenthesis and used consistently thereafter.
CONLUSIONS: Present the most important consequences for the science and practice
resulting from the conducted research should be summarized in few sentences.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS (if there are any.)

REFERENCES:
In the text, references should be cited as follows: single author: Németh (1963); two
authors: Salamon and Palkovics (2002); more than two authors Ádám et al. (2015). When several
references are cited simultaneously, they should be ranked by chronological order e.g.: (Petrovic
et al., 2011; 2015) or (Scholefield and Titchen, 1995; Peeters et al., 2006; Pozdisek et al., 2011).
All published works referred to in the text must be listed in the reference list and vice versa.
The reference list should be numbered, in Arial, font size 10. First must be listed the authors in
Cyrillic alphabet, followed by these in Roman alphabet, alphabetically (by the name of the first
author) and chronologically. If an author is cited more than once, first his/her individual
publications are given ranked by year, then come publications with one co-author, two co-authors,
etc. The names of authors, article and journal titles in Cyrillic or alphabet different from Latin
should be transliterated into Latin and article titles should be translated into English. The original
language of articles and books translated into English is indicated in parenthesis after the
bibliographic reference (in Bulgarian = BG, in Russian = RU, in Serbian = SR, in Chinese – CH, etc.)
In terms of references, data should be listed as it is shown below:
Journal articles: Author(s) surname and initials, given bold (surnames should be before
initials for all authors). Title. Journal title (in italic), year, volume, number, pages. Example:
Манолова Д., Канински А., Запрянова Н. Предпосевна обработка на семената на четири
защитени видове от род Goniolimon, сем. Plumbaginaceae, разпространени в България.
Растениевъдни науки, 2015, 52, № 3, с. 85-89.
Kirilov A., Stoycheva I., Gerchev G. Milk production of sheep fed with sunflower meal and soybean
grain. Journal of Mountain Agriculture on the Balkans, 2015, 18, No. 6, pp. 947-955.

As mentioned above the authors in Cyrillic alphabet have to be translated into English and
sent in the file with text in English, as follows:
Manolova D., Kaninski A., Zaprianova N. Pre-sowing treatment of seeds of four protected species
from genus Goniolimon, fam. Plumbaginaceae, distributed in Bulgaria. Rasteniev’dni Nauki (Plant Science),
2015, 52, No. 3, pp. 85-89. (in Bulgarian or BG)

Books: Author(s) surname and initials given bold (surnames should be before initials for all
authors). Title, year, Edition, name of publisher, place of publication. Example:
Lidanski T. Statistical methods in biology and agriculture. Zemizdat, Sofia, 1998, p. 375 (in Bulgarian)

Book chapter or conference proceedings: Author(s) surname and initials, given bold
(surnames should be before initials for all authors). Title. In: Title of the book or of the proceedings
followed by the editor(s) (in italic), year, Name of publisher, Place of publication, volume, pages.
Example:
McGrath S.P. Phytoextraction for soil remediation. In Brooks R.R. (ed.) Plants that hyperaccumulate heavy
metals. 1998, CAB Int., Wallingford, UK, pp. 261-287.
Tsvetkov I. Propagation of mature specimen of mulberry (Morus alba L. “Pendula”) by tissue culture. IPPS in
Third Scientific Conference – 3-5 October, 1998, Sofia, 129-133.

Review paper should contain the title with the authors, summary, key words, analysis-

discussion of the specific theme and references, presented in the same way as mentioned above
in the case of original scientific paper.

Short communication should be prepared in compliance with the instruction for the

original scientific paper.

We would greatly appreciate if the authors prepare the manuscripts in compliance with
the above stated instruction as to facilitate the work of the editorship. If the paper is not
presented according to the stated requirements, it will not be accepted for the possible
publication.
After publication the corresponding author receives by mail PDf file of the manuscript.
Editorial Staff

